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FORMORD

7n recent -5'ors, writers on citizen education
have urged educators not only to tranamit civic ,

knowledge and skills, but also to encourage citizen
participation. This concern reflected, in part, the
politicaabtivism of the late 1960's and early ;

1970's, as well as the desire to develop more mean-
ingful citizen education *curriculums through experi-
ential. learning. Participation was thus seen as

''both a'means.and an end of titizen education.

This view is well expressed by Dr. Dennis ,F.
Thompson in his issue paper "Political Participa-
,tion." Defining his topic as "a process in which
individuals or groups attempt to influence or make
political decisions," Dr. Thompson argues that
participation has both intrinsic and extrinsic
value:

Iptrinsic purposes refer to the
valuefthat are promoted within the
participatory process itself, more
or less independently-of the out-

"' comes that participants seek to in-
fluence. Here we'would locate 4

educative values of participation,
such as the development of political
competence and knowledge, civip
virtue, and a sense of_ legitimacy...
Extrinsic purposes focus on the
outcomes,' and iriclude the expressigh
of individual and group interests,
as well as general interests or the
public interest understood in terms
of the outcomes of decisions or
policies.1/

an order to explore the validity of such recent
discussions, the Citizen Education Staff asked .

Dr. Robert/Salisbury, professor of political science
at Washington University, to write an essay on the

iii'
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idea and purpose of participation. In the follow
iAg paper, Dr. Salisbury examines the palosophical
interpretations of political participation, ques-
tions tie extent to which participation has.pro-
noted individual and group.ihtereats,yelates partir,
czpation activities to the development of public

and concludes with reference to the intrin-
sic values of individual participation.

111;e Citizen Education Staff also sought com-
ments about Salisbury's paper'fran several persons
with substantial research or appliedlxperience in
the area of citizen education: Our purpose was tb
'provide a critical examinaticn of Salisbury's major
points, as. well as to amplify his remarks through,
for example, discussion of theoolitical experience.
of blacks. or the transferability of participation
:skills. :

In'easet where reviewers'. comments were specif-
ically related to portions of Dr. Salisbury's paper,
we,haNe inserted excerpts from their remarks di:
rectly.into ihe.botrrof the paper. otherrcases,
where reviewers chose to write an.extended state;
went on one or two issues raised by Salis bury; their
full comments are printed in the appendix.

Citizenship education and participation incor-
porate a'wide range of values and persppctives.
Meaningful activities in this area demand discussion
and debate. 140 hope that through this'publicat&on

the Office of Education can dialog on
the major issues ljnOrlying.citizen ucation.

rwould Like to express 107--.t s to Robert
Salisbury for his 'perceptive 'anilysip, and to
Miriam Clasby, Carol Gibsorf;- Ear.iard. 'Greenberg ,

Ira Kaiznelsoh, 'and Milton KOtlet fpr contributing
.
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insights from five Varied perspectives. Apprebia-
ticia is also due to 4rry Rothstein for hiq.skillful,
editing, andto Karen Dawn for her conceptual
guidance and critical.reviews.

Prepared by the USX Citizen Ed6cation Staff;
this paper is one in a series designed e6 help
raise issues and provide infonnationlbsot-he cur-
rent state of citizen education . Others in the
series include:

New Directions in Mass Communications Policy:
Implications for Citizen Education Irld

Urticipetion *

Citizen Education in the Workplace

An Analysis of the Role of the U.S. 0f/ice of
Education and Other Selkted Federal Agencips
in Citizen Education

Citizen Education Today:

Competencies

Citizen Participation.:

for Public,Pblicy.

Citizen Education and the FUture

Developing Citric

Building a Constituency

Elizabeth Farquhar
Coordipator
CitizAi Education staff
U.S. 0 ce of Education
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tRODUCTION

Debates over the, proper meaning and role of

citizenship in a democratic political order have.a
leng; lustrous but 'often interrupted history. Plato
and, especially, Aristotle devoted'considerable
attention to the nature of citizenship. The concept
of citizenship was central to most Roman discassj.ons
of politics. At the end of the Middle Ages contro-
versy revolved around the right of the individual to
resist the claims of church and state. And certainly
since the 17th century, the obligations and privi-
leges of citizenship have been at the 'heart of dis-
cussions of political philosophy.2/

The writings of such phil&oPhers as Locke,
Mill; end MarJ contain a rich mixture of both de-
scriptive and normative ccntentions. It is often
difficult to sort out these two types of statements;
sometimes they:3.re so intertwined that to disentangle
than may destroy their essential meaning. Neverthe-
less, it is important to ,noteithat modern social
science has begun to transform this philosophical
debate by systematically investigating the empirical
aspects of citizenship.

While it would be foolish to cgrttend *that such

research has conclusively resolved this argument,
it has considerably. clarified it. Moreover, it is
now easier to identify the competing values involved
in any philosophical argument concerning the role of
the citizen. Because of such evidence, it is pos-
sible to think in terms of costs and benefits, as
well as the trade-offs involved in one set of polit-

' icar arrangements as compared tO another.

The growth of'social science research has also
expanded the concept of'citizenship in another way.
It is no longer thought of simply in term; of the
American expdrience or even the Anglo-Ameil.cah tra-.
dition. Social scientists gather, compare, andcen-
trast data on participation in many secieties, from

1
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workers' councils in Yugoslavia to the ombudsmen in
Sweden to the cadres in communist China.3/

.

/la shore, it is now much easier to assess the
possibilities of participation and to evaIuate'alter-
native conceptions of democratic citiz hip. Al-'

though sufficient information is not ilable to "

arrive at a wholIy,confident judgment, t e is 4
broad array of empirical evidence on limp le think
and act kznder various circumstances. I

Later in'this essay, T, will note another area
in which modern research has enhanced the capaCity,
to think and act.eff9ctively on this problem how
different pattern6 of educational practice work aid
how they affect people's capacity for civic responsi-
bility. A.In,order eo grailple successfully with the
problem of citizenship, education, both the meaning
of citizenship and the processes of eaucatioa must
be examined.

I hope.intbis essay to raise questions and to
clarify sane Problem areas in regard to citizenship
in contemporary democracy. I shill begin by examia-.
ing-several cdncepts of citizenship and how each one
takes on meaningin different institutions of modern
life -- the family, the school, the Workplace, the
neighborhood,. anG the. society. The -concept may
carry different ieanings'in these settings.

In the third part of this essay, I shall turn
to game of the recent evidence regarding the patt
of participation all the conpequences,of various
social and political experiments in stimulating
citizenship activity. It must be emphasized that
although social scientists now know a good deal mare
than they did about what citizens. do and why,-they
do not know nearly enough to make confident and con-
clusive jUdgments. That is why in this essay I shall
.often raise questions and express doubts rather than
announce what is the case.

2
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Uncertainty may thihkihg about what
is- unknown, but it can also have a somqphat paralyzr
ins effect.,. It may leave a gloomy feeling that -

since-it is difficult to 40termine what participa-
tion will accomplish, for the individual or for
society, it'is not worth the effort. The final
section of the essay addresses this problem. First,
I shall examine theligierial bearing on the effects
of participation pin the individual. Here conse-
quences ge_ undeniably important. And second, I
shall seek to remind the reader of the:continuiRg,
vitality of the democratic faith andthe effective-.
ness of that faith put into practice. for,,as
Winston Churchill Said, "Democracy is he worst
form of government known to mankind; except, of .

,-cotiise, for all the others.".
t

ARENAS OF PARTICIPATION AND S OF ANALYSIS

The Domains ot.Citizenshin

Pet1aps the most dlaqinctive characteristic of
the modern conception of citizenship is the extent
OD which it is located within a particular and well-
differentiated institutional framework and set apart
from other realmSof life.. That is, the primary
meaning of citizenship today lto be found in the
political realm, Although economic and social activ-
ities overlgp and interact with political life, both
for the individual and for society, the distinction i

between these realms is well established. It was
certainly not so for Aristiotre, nor for most commen-
tators who tote before the emergence of Modern .;

state. When Aristotle asserted that man was a polit-. .

ical ariimaX he meant that human potential could not
be, chieved without full participation in the polit-
ical community. That commuhity embraced al/itypes.

A.
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of public interaction', including what. would now-be
, thought of as econamic,and social activity."

. .

4
wEven toaaythe.naion of citizenship is applied

to such sectors as the school, the family, the work-
place, or the social club. Usually citilenship.in
this sense only implig that within all social in-..

. stitutionb autkorcity relations exist and that this'
involvesobligations and rights for eitch member. In

, Short', there lis an essentially political element in
every social institution. A, deal of contempor,
ary argment has developed over- matters as the

. . desirability of "democratizing e workplace" or
increasing "student rights" in - school. These may
be seen as desirable in and of themselves. Or they
may be regarded'asopreparitory some expanded.cit-

..izerCinvolvemeht and control the more canprehea-
sive pglitical institutions of th= state itself.

0 744'
,

th any case, these instituti. -

1
.arenas.are '

. p cowed to be distinguishable a way that pre-
moderri philosophers implicitly denied. As a.conse-

.4 quence,..choices exist that would ove seemed mean-
ingldssto thed. One choice involves the question
of citizenship preparation? la there a connection
between the attitudes'Add practices of citizenship
in the school or the family setting and analagous . .

attitudes and practices in the larger political ar
rena? Much modern political thinking assilimei that

.
there is add that expanded citizenship (i.a.,,pri-

Jmarilytertitipation In and -consequIn t control over,
authoritative decisions) in any significant social
area-enhances,the likelihood of participation.in
other arenas. -

*Ira Katzielson explains "The American and Fripch
Revolutions'fashioned'for the first time a domain of
citizenship separate and apart from that of 'civil

--bociety'. This divorce of citizenship and society
6 opened up thenlost pressing concerns ,of the modern

politfcal,agenda:, how.will the tensionssbetween
unoquil.society and an equal'realm of citizenship be
Managed? Now can democracy and capitalism be made
compatible?":

.

a
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It is often argued that if schools become more
democratic, authoritarian' practices in the workplace
will be undermined.4/ This may be true, but there, ,is
verylittle evidence"of it. There are many examples
at both individual and. societal levelekhere denoc-
'ta* in one domain lives cpngenially with autocracy
in another: Participation in workers' councils in
Yugoslavia, for example, does not seem to lead tO
broad citizen control over other political processes.

The issue really is ulhether and to what extent
participaiion'in one institutional ream preparei
citizens for more effective participation in other
realms A priori it seems that it would, and there
is some evidence to support this- assumption. But a
case can be made that the effects are rattler minor.
If this is true, it has two major implications. One
is, ofcourse, that if adolescent participatory op-
portunity azd experience in the school or family
.settings have little to do with adult practices, the
formersamme be justified by reference to the lat-
ter. AThroughoutthis paper, where I say that in-
formation does not exist as to what connection there
may bb.betueen two situations it does not necessarily
follow that thereis none. Mather, it.* an implicit
plea for more careful empirical4nvestigation of a
matter too often taken for granted.)*

An example of research being conducted on the clues-
Um of whether and to what extent participation in
one institutional realm prepares citians for more
effective pitticipation in other realms is, Edward S.

Greenberg's work on plywood cooperatives in the Pa-
cific Northwest. 'Based on preliminary data, le has
found a very sttong relationship CetWeen active pat-
ticipattoh within enterprise polities (enterprises-
utere the members are solely responsible for govern-
ing through attendance at meetings, eledtion of a

' board of directors, and the hiring and firing of a
general manager) and participation in conventional,
politics.

t
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The second point is that if increasing democ-
racy in one area cannot be justified by its training
effects for participdtiOn in another, then the quesT.
tion is whether increased participation/in any par-
ticular arena is desirdble for.its own sake. This
is a complicated' question with no single answer.
There are those who-contend that every individual
with more than some minimum threshold of competence
should, be a fully active citizen in ever-Asocial
,system or subsystem of which he qr she is a part.

Others, however, argue that the values involved.
and the costs and benefits of participation vary from
syspan to syeem: If, as I shall later ,argue, there
is very often a tension between the values of equity
and 'efficiency in the operation of'a social system
.and if expanded participation enhanced equity valises
at some cost to efficiency, the net value derived
may be very different if one is learning Latin, where'
equity 'values are slit, or American history, where

. they ait.gent. if
.

e The example may be trivial, but the point is
not. The values at stake in citizenship vary in type
and in amount as welffve from one institutional arena
to another. There is no-citizenshiRoin-general, It

exists only in.the particular domains of one life.
It is not clearly understood h the practices of one

- domain affedt those of anothe nor what precise Val-

- ues are' at stake. Both sets of issues-cry out for
careful investigation and explication. At this
star, however, it is valuable to unkprscore the imr
portance of such distinctions s* f.

*Miriemi Clasby develops this point by her contention:
"If we accept the generalization that citizenship ex-
ists, not in general bue in particular domains of
one's life, then the 'specification of those domain's
assumes critical importance. To limit the domains is
to limit our understanding of citizenship and related
skills anCcompetendies. E*clusive focus on citizen-'
ship in ,sub- societal]. associations ingotably diverts
attention from the role of citizens i4i 7forma1atine
and evaluating public policies which expand or con-
strain personal and community choices."'

a
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That importance can, be se 'more cleXrly,'per-

baps, if we recall the politic - text in which a
distinctly political meaning'pf tizenliip emerged
in Western political thought, e may' place the crit-
ical period in the two aenturie or'so that begin
with John Locke and- end with palm. Even though
many others, before and after, tfip4ed to out
contemporary understanding, it rough* during
this era that a delimited cohcepion of specifically
political citizenship, hvring to do Wely with the
institutiods of'the state, was_ itulated:NWW
Surely one reason was the oft-to ed desire a 12.cke
and others to justify the Whig h gemon; in %gland
arid' its corollary the reduction and subqEdirtion
of State (i.e., Crown) authbrity over ecortamip life:"
Political citizenship was the men ism by which the
state could be kept from-uhpopUl intrusianslinto-
the busihess of the burgeoning b g oisie.. In due .

course, politick citizenship ,be'the instrull
menr-of the liberal state, an ins J t whereby
-those classes sufficiently nurser to muster enough
votes could seek to redress thr litical action
whatever imbalances might have de oped in other '

arenas'of.life. And, further, if effort at re-
dress wa.ineffectUal, the solutii was to beitSund
in, expanded or more efficacious )g litical action.

Cativersely, one of tileImir ant tenets of ,

Plarkism is that the liberal dist tin =Ong tie
realms of citizenship is meaningl ss. Cahy4htional
citizen Iction to redress imbaran s of socipecoripaic,
power is futile, garxipts argue, ecause at bot,totn -

every strut of life is dominaded by Efie,aame im-
peratives of pdMEr. 'Specifidally,, the aass phat' .

dominates the ecanciny last Also control' the poicit

Fran this perspective, liberal concept cons of ci=t
zenship are'mainly legitimizing the mechanisms.
ruling class justifies its dominance:Ayarguing t t
the government results frx the truly expressed
of the people." It thereby persuades the under-,
classes to accept the status quo.

7
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(learlpthese'aid Very large and:comp]iicated
'issues. ,My purposehere, as ?J .its Phioughout,this
essay, is to raase for extdicit Attention sone.con-
flicts)and uncertainties that often, lie unexamined
just beneath the surface'.of many disgussions of cit-

, izenship. The issue. to confront is this: -Howdols
citizenship in one instieutional arena compare with
citizenship ih another? When we think about citizen-
ship training do we wish to employ the same calculus
of values for teaching about citizenship in the work-
place or the family as we dofor the political order?
Are the same values involved and in the same way? Or
should they be more narrowly defined? Does freedcut
of speech mean the same thing in the. classroom that
it does in the newspaper? And, as some might argue,
are the distinctions we draw among instit4ionAl.sec-
tors largely some kind of.ruse,a ploy oLthe liberal
,state to disguise the realities of bourgeois.hegemony
in a capitalist world?

bitizenship as Behavior 4

tailier itivJas no that the idea of citizen-
4f

shi p.would be equated with participation, ilk and con-
trol over decisions. This definition is suitabliit for
the purpose of this discussion because it.proVides a
behavioral reference by which to measure citizenship.
Moreover, it is a concept of citizenship that can be
bounded by law.

An Important aspect of the emergence of the mod-
ern concept.of citizenship is the 3.infolding of expli
cit rules regarding what the citizen might
vote), must do (e.g., serve on juries), and could
refuse to da (e.g. shout' allegiance to the rulersl.
Tie every case, however, the elaboration, of legal con-
Cepeions of.eitizen rights and citizen duties in-
volved what people could or could not do, i.e., it
idvolved their behavior. Hence, the idea that citi- ,

zenship deals with behavior in addition to attitudes
and values.

8
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This is an important point. Much modern rer
search on citizen participation and citizen educa-
tion deals with attitudes, not behavior. Research-
ers have depended upon survey researdsmethodglogy.
This means that people are asked what hey think and
sometimes what they think they do. B t behavior is.

not observed.6/ For example, studi of American
attitudes toward civil liberties V d distressingly
low levels of attitudinal support for the provisions
of the Fir4Arrendment,7/ but t y do not indicate
the extent to which these attiittides have been car-
ried into action. An* intoleilantpPinion does not in-
evitably result In behavioral: expression of that
intolerance.

By the same token,. opiniaR,resear4h t;ils us
that Americans are woe ly ignorant of the basic
processes ofpolitics.8/ But '`when the shoes pinch-

es"9/ some of these s :'ignorant" folk In know
Iloilo seek a politi remedy. It may be that4
certain political "s eet sense" exist$ among...those
who "test poorly" the opinion-surveys that` have
provided, until_ ,most of Ehe information abqut °

'citizenship. .
.

.

As in so t1 y
A
areas of education, more aware-

nedi should be shown of the difference between edur
cation that pregres people for verbal testing, of .).
which opinic stirms are one type, and education
that preparesjoe effective action. One may wonder
whether forma-schooling has much to do with culti-

c

vating the ability to discern when the shoe pinches
and what to do about it. Again, no definitivejudg-
went can be made yet, nor should discussions be
foreclosettav44 if it could. , =

The :point is' that there is a.question to be
asked of4A6arly every piece of research -- and this
reallyJmeans almost every statement of alleged fact-
-- bearing"upon citizenship education. Woes it deal
with reported opinions and attitudes or with citizen
.behaviot.itself? If it is primarily about attitudes,

9



are, they related to behavicir, and if so, how? Often
they are, and I doiTot mean to call into-question
the large body of work that assumes rough congruence
between attitudes and behavior. My point is simply
that we should never assume ,this congruence without
examination.

Citizenship: Moro and Macro

Before examining other conceptions of citizen-
ship and participation, another significant distinc-
tion needi to be introduced. Citizenship exists on
two very different levels. On one level it is a
matter of the individual citizen. How shall each
person best be prepared to live as a participant in
the modern wprld, understanding both it and himself
sp as to attain optimal self-actualization and.self-
interest,throughpoliEical action? On another level,
citizenship is also a societal phenomenon. It in-

volves the aggregate effects of individual partici-
pation. And these may turn out to be of quite a
different character.

This issue will' be considered later in reference
to other problems, but one example here will indicate
its general.; significance. Each individual is urged,
to vote, but if everyone voted would the results be
beneficial? Would a society in'whidh every member
was a vigorously outspoken activist be one in which
enough agreement could ever be reached to acdomplis4 ,

anything?10/

The dilemma may not be inevitable but there is
often a genuine probleka in squaring micro and macro
level effects of partiCipation. I shall return to
this natter later.

THE CONCEPT OF PARTICIPATION

Instrumental Citizen Participation'

F When citizens take an ictive part' in political

10
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processes in order.O.brihg:gocutsomeidaSired
/

chine pi 'public policy or in Y4 aspect of 'the
poliA01 system, this is Considered instrumental
or pur4ive participatOn.11/ Fran this perspec-
tive, participation is seen as ameans of acquiring
power, and.pokr.ii rogdkdOces a means, perhaps.the
means, for,teallocating societal resources. /

. . .

This concept Involves a number of assumptions.
One is that.the essence ;of politics, and hence' of
participation indts processes, is conflict among
indiiiiduals and groups over who should get what, ,

i.e., the allocation of scarce resources. This is a
venerable interpretation, running from John Locke
through the utilitarians and down to much current
political debate. It has surely provided the ration-
ale for much of the effort to expend the suffrage in
this country. Proponents of increasing participation
have argued that it is important to give, the proper-
tyless, or bla&s, or women, or 18-year-olds the vote
so that they may reorder the priorities of the polit-
ical system; More recently, those favoring partici-
pation have proposed enhancing neighborhood involve-
ment in community development programs so that more
money would flow to neighborhoods and less to down-
town business interests.

Two other assumptions about instruffental'part
cipation, related to models of market economics, are
that citizens pursue their self-interest, and that
the aggregate result of individual political partici-
pation motivated by rational self-interest will be
same reasonable approximation of the public interest.
Clearly, difficulties are 'present in these.assump-
tions. Is there any reason to support the idea that
self-interested, individual political participation
willresulein optimum public policy? In short, does
the "invisible hand" work?

It. might be argued that to exclude or discourage
any group from participation will severely deprive
that group of its share of public policy benefits.
Consequently; unless there is Some acceptable basis

11



for exclusion (convicted felons? children ?); no one

,should be denied an equal voice. This is essential- .

ly the argument for equal. apportionment-and univer-
sal suffrage, but at the societal level it is a

'negative argument. All can participate because no
one can legitimately be left alt.

It is at the group (or individual) level:that.
the argument for instrumental participation is posi-
tive -- you will/improve your share of whatthere is
to get politically i.e, and only if, you participate
fully. But your increased share will, to the extent
that policy resources are scarce, be at the expense
of.some other group. And is_it agreed that some now
quiescent groups should step up their political ac-
tivity in order to gain a larger share of the pie at-
the expense of those presently enjoying a favored
position?

The point is that instrumental participation is,
to some extent, redistributive. Some people win and
-others lose as a consequence of changing the level
of activity. And given the near-universal findings
that at present the poor, the less well-educated, and
generally the disadvantaged participate less, to ad-
vocate an increase in citizen activism is, in'large
measure, to advocate redistribution of society's re-
sources to these disadvantaged. Of coupe, that is
precisely the object of much current writing about

A ,participation.. ro urge participatory democracy or
the involvement in policymaking.of "the areas. and

groups affected" has a political purpose and it ia:in
'behalf of he poor.*

*14ion. Kotler believes that "Intellectual opinion
has long amputated the 'invisible hand'; Proposition
13 has Shown th4t increased participation does not
necessarily help the poor,"

_ 12
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It must be recognized (citizenship educltion
efforts often do not) that insofar as participation
Is redistributive it always involves winners and
losers. It follows that same of those wtio partici-
pate will nevertheless lose. They %ill fail and
democratic theory does.not prepare then for failure.
Participatbry democrats of recent years have often
been shocked at this discovery. Believing their
cause to be just anclin the best interests of the
,more numerous classes of the people, it did'not seem
possible that active mobilization would not prevail.
atizenship education must teach that instr mental
participation almost invariably presupposes conflict-
ing interests or it would not be needed 11::-;the..flant

place. And conflict means that some will win and
others lose.*

Another, rather different, dilemma results from
invisible hand assumptions about participation.. This
one, however, does not have a clear class bias at- .

d. It involves the argument that private self -
interested politibal action will not lead to the pro-
duction of public policy for collective benef4.12/
Let us suppose that a strong national defenseor
clean air is of benefit to us all. Nevertheless, my
self-interest and yours tell u4 both that 549 $116uld

not pay for these polidies if-we can help it.; Rather
we should let others pay while we take a fret ride,
enjoying benefits from which we canndt be excluded
even though we did not pay for them.

1-liarof Gibson reports, black citizens expected
: their participaOtan to be redistributive. Their ex-
pectation, however, was not fulfilled:. "Fly hypothe-
sis is that one .the Voting Rights Act of 1965 was
passed and implemented, black citizens expected max -

results and received instead canparativelymin-
inal changes. I am suggesting that the extent to
which apathy exists is related to a sudden realiza-
tion that electoral politidl is not very relevant to
policy outcomes."

13
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A cu amary iution to this problem
degree 14 ion whereby the state forces 'is 'to.

contributeoantribqe tax money even though we would rat*
escape. Philanthropic motives cad also ease tpe
harsher conse4uences of the invisible hand 14 poli-
tics (Mr. Justice Holmes said, cheerfully, "With
taxes I buy ciVilizatioh"). as in eccnanics. -So also
may a widely shared commitment to some notion of the
""common good" which serves to guide the participaatv
n any case, there are important limits on the suffi-
ciency of instrumental citizen participation.for
athteil.thg satisfactory public.policy.

Supportive Participation

Supportive participation occurs when citizens
take part in their political system. They thereby
legitimize the decisions of government and of the
political system. By these means they giye consent.
But if they are 'excluded they cannot consent and,
for ehem, the system has no legitimate claim to their

4.loyi4y. For John Locke and other political philos-
ophers, citizen participation has both instrumental
and supportive features. Indeed, the supportive

t

meaning attached to participation provide a
degree of commitment to the syst i rules and
values. And thi in turn, may bp essential to the
system's stabtl'

Take a person who works writ hard to accomplish
a public policy goal (insmunental participation)
and loses decisively'.. What binds him to the, system,
secures his loyalty, and inhikits either his emigra-
tion or his use of illegitimate means to achieve his
policy ends? Sometimes nothing does., But if the
individual does remAin within the system, how is this
to be explained in terms of participation? One way
is for the person torcontimie to think about partici-
pation as instrumental but assume that at some future
tine what was lost today can be won.



Another4y, however,is to regard participa-
tion as having an important support component.
Thus, even a losing struggle helps cement efeyotion

,.a to the system and its rules. We often hear defeated .
political candidates, for example, affirm their in-

* creased admiration for' the Ameican political pro-
cessArd for the people who,have just rejected them.
This-liked not be mere political eyewash. Citizen
action probably promotes a general tendency to be
supportive of the political system.

There are, in fact, some empirical questions
involved in these matters to which we have few reli-
able ansaers. Are active participants more support-
ive of, the American political regime than those. wino

remain outside the community of functioning citizens?
The evidence of McCloskey and 'others suggests that
they probably But if those presently inac-
tive-were to be mobilized, would they then alsolbe-
come pore sympathetic to and happy with the regime?
'Perhaps they would, but` it might depend on whether'
their interests were served effectively! Aqood
many blacks and radical students insistOthat
following the failure of their activism of the
1960's to transform *piiblic policy they were "turned
off Lara:L." (We should note, however, that there
may be an important difference between expressed
attitudes and behavior. Quite a few of the "dis-
illusioned" have reappeared As active citizens.)

We may4larify this matter somewhat' by examin-
ing scone of the subtle distinctions regarding parti-
cipation. For example, marOpeople vote with very
little sense of purpose but out of a vague sense of
duty as a citizen. Many parents attend PEA meetings
not because they wishto change school policies but
tq show their children (and their neighbors) in
general and quilt uncritical way that they support
the schobls.ly Some participition, in short, is
supportive-in intent, while other manifestations
that take. the sane form, voting,or going to meetings,
are purposive.

15
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Dlcubtloss a stable and satisfactory society
requires both kinds. But efforts at citizenship
education should not blithely assume that there is
no difference.: People are apt to know better. If

they are taught that participation is instrumental,
the discovery that much of it is really only sup-
portivg may lead to antagonism aced' hostility. And
if pubic policy creates participatory mechanisms,
expectations of influerce may be developed that are
difficult, even%dangerous, to meet.

The 'role'of citizenship-education in shaping
expectations iisp-pecially well demonstrated in the
People's Repub cot China. Here the concept of par-
ticipation is almost entirely devoted to supportive
activity whereby the people actively implement the
policies of the regime. The notion of active citizen
involvement is crucial but it carries no connotations
of instrumental participation.l5/

Citizenship as Compliance

An additiorial eirrension 'carrbe introduced as be--

longing to the discussion of participation. This is
tte idea of compliahce. A person who obeys the Law,,
reports his prbperty value, pays his taxes, and gen-
erally complies With the laws dictates may be
dhought of as a participant citizen. After all, he
or she has done all that political society has re-
quired, both positively and negatively. Who could '
ask for anything more? Indeed, it is important to.

I carefully consider the extent to which citizen educa-
tion attempts to convey a sort of Little Lord Fount-
leroyeonception of citizenship wherein the individ-
ual behaves in an uncritical, supportive, obey-the-. ,

law fashion guaranteed never to upset the status quo,
always resppcting official edicts of the state, and



gratefully recdivirgwbatever_benefits the powers-4
that-be bestow:4e

1 do not suggeit that this is the true state of
citizen education, but 1 wish to_emehasize. that

there may he tension, even,outright conflict;j5e-
tweet the Instrumental actiVIst citizen and the obe-
dient,.compliant citizen. It is probably desirable
to have suitable portions of both elements in'citi%
zenship.training and behavior. That is, citizens
should acxively pursue their own wbile at the:
same tidk respecting established policy and accept-
tog society's standing decisions, at least to the ex-
tent of adhering to "legitimate" processes rather
than extra-legal:means. 'But accomplishing an appro-
'priate balance is,surely not an easy task, either for,
the more narrowlyilefined educational pmpesses or in
the operation of-societal norms. -0,V1

It may be that the course of wisdaati mainly
in acknadlelging that there is a tension. Different
groups with opposing interests will seek different
equilibrium points. Those who are capfoxtable with
the status ciao may urge a heavier emphasis on cam-
pliant citizenship; those who are disadvantaged may
wish to stress the importance of purposive activism.
T1 fully compOtent citizen will understand this di-
mensich,, and oilanwffnd it ironic as particular 80-
"vial ? s Shift position. Blacks, for example,
emphasize direct action such as sit -ins to change an
unfavorable law, but wheit the law is on their side,
urge'Compliance upon recalcittantldhitts. But the
competent citizen will also understand has effective-
ly to pursue or defend his own interests.

k

Wter', in questioning the difference between cam-
..*iant and supportive participation, comments: "It
,would have been much more helpful if le discussed
compliance in.teams'of the deep human need for law
and the existential fear of chaos."

A
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Self- Interest, and Consensug "

.
A return to the concept of self-interest miles

an additional and quite ftAndamentaAly different mean -

ing that' adheres to the terms citibandhip and 'p i-

. cipation. lbw do we kticy what our interests ?

The entire process of political education in its .

broadest terms istinvolmed in phe inculcation and
'articulation of valUes and neads, and I, cannot begin
to cover it all. Two point can be made, however.

.

Ohs point j.s tItat, although there "are diverse
theamies regarding how values are forne0 anclihmt-

factors are most significant in shaping thakly
conceptioni of self-interest are not always ar01 nec-
essarily selfish in the narrow sense of the term.
Some citizens might be persuaded that their true,
long -rud selfinteAst requires than to pay'consid-
erable amounts of money to clean up the envirament
or to:fight a war, even though they personally might
not -receive much discernible benefit. The active
citizen may thus sometimes he pursuing values that

;benefit the whole communitly, not just one class or

Ste.

'On the other hand, both a Marxist and In old-
fashioned, curmudgeonly capitalist might deny the

:_reality, or at least the likely pervasiveness, of
altruism as the basisia4' participation. Which is the.
valid 'picturi? In thinking about what citizenship
education Should be, the question of what values are
being sought through participation as0 how those
values themselves are shaped ought to b confronted

:,. squarely.

The second point is that in some classic formu-
lations of citizen action, participation itself is
held to be a solvent.of social conflicts.. As people
became active, their conception of Self-interest
changes and a camorputpose emerges. Both Jean-
Jacques Rousseau and John Stuart Mill argue that the
coctceptiora of self-interese that people have wilkbe

18
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alteredjyy their taking an active part in public
affair. Rogsseau talks of ther'ommmulludil," a
sharedconception about Obat is to be done that
emerges after people have been sufficieritly involved

to appreciate what is required. Similarly, Mill
stresses the edutative effects of participation
whereby the citizenry would, come to understand the
common good.

I

I f' Live participation generates public policy
consensus '(or would do so under certain conditions,
such as 'Pousseau's small city-state inhabited by
people of 'substantial social equaltty), it gives a
very different flavor op arguments about citizen edu-
Cation. For one thing, it could mean that in a socii-,
ety where .some are active and, others allkgot, it:is
the active strata thattruly understand society's
needs and those who are inactive and of a contrary
opinion are simply wrong. To urge increased parti-
cipation may be away of seeking to minimize social
conflict to the benefit of the active elite. As the
unwashed become active -- to the argument goes

,they will appreciate the wisdom of their betters and 'I

accept as their own the values of the participant
class. .

Historically; this mean; that the middle class
co-opted the lower class, achieving a consensus on
public policy, that was defined bfmiddle class val-
ues. This is'very often what happened in. the Pro-
gressive-Era, when the structures of local government
were altered to partisan confAct.aad in-
troduce "good governonne."0 The creation of non-
partisan, at-large election pystems for choqsing
local officials was often designed to encourage work-
ing class voters to accept "Don-political' candidates
and "citywide" conceptions of the public interest,.

'-qpnceptions which generally coincided with those of '

downtown business and middle class values.18/ More
ieoantly,school.principals have used PTA:i-Eo mobil-
ize parents in behalf of the school program.19/

I
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Again, this discussion raises the question of
what citizen participation should acqomplish. Mbre
active V.tizenship may ameliorate hostility; working
together may overoome differences of values and pro-
mote.common understanding. Note that say "may'
because very little is known abo9t whether and to
what extent Oared participatpn leads to shared
values. But even if it does, which values kill prey
vail? Who wins from.consensus? Which of the pre-
viously contending parties, now emerged And no longer
distinguishable, derives the larger share of the
benefits contained in the newly articulated general
will? Citizenship education should prepare citizens
to ask these questions of, social criticism about the
political meaning of their participation and that of
their neighbors.

Clearly,Thei-e are circumstances when greater
activation increases the intensity?of social °an-
flict. In mime instances this may involve a process
of escalation, not unlike the arms race among nations.
where the actiyityof one group stimhlates an oppos-
ing group until raar:orous conflict has spread through
the system.20/k Ones thinks of the American South two
decades ago-awre black activism begat white citi-

almis' councils and vice xersa. In other cases, con-

*Edward S. Greenberg comments on current antipathy
toward citizen participation: "I believe it is worth t

notbing that there is a deeply hostile crtmate toward
efforts to'encourage citizen participation in various
areas of democratic life. Many politicians and
scholars are warning' of the dangers of participation,
proclaiming the need to decrease the demands and low-
er the expectations of citizens. The idea seems to
be merging among important sectors of the opinion-
making plaklicIthat a serious erosion in the legiti-
macy of the political and economic system has taken
place in recent years, contributing to heightened
social instability, economic inefficiency, and gov-
ernmental malaise.

20
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flict results more from the mean's of Participation
employed,: as when street action or rio q are used.
Here again, however, it must be recap" ed that
"legitimate means" carry their own bia ,A.. It is
'the comfortable classes in society who can best
afford to limit the means'of paiticipatiOn.21/

,
.

PATTERNS OF CITIZEN ACTIVITY

Sane Modes of Parttipation

I have baen talking about differOht ways of
thinking about citizenship and participation. Now
it is time to consider some of.the different ways of
acting, what Verba and Nie refer to as the different
modes pf participation.22Y For many years, often
Umthodi quite realizing it, scholars and:philoso-
phers tended to equate participation with, voting".
For them, apart from obeying the law (compliant
citizenship), the principal obligation of citizen-
ship was voting. Likewise;, voting was the central
process of democracy, and elections were the central
mechanism by which leaders were kept responsible
and responSive to the wishes of the piplace.23/

'At the societal,or macro level, the.l.thof
a political system was often thou& to T ve
round, or at least be revealed in, a single indi-,
cator -- voter tvromat. Too smalla turnout pdi-
cated disaffection, even alienation,. tod 14ge a
vote might reflect high` intensity, of demands and
presage revolt by the eleCtdral losers, In the .

United States the problem of "excessive.voter turn-.
out has seldom Presented itself. Rather, the gen:- 1,

wally expressed view, has been one of 'Aim over low
voter participation. Germany in the'192(4seemed
to provide an example' of "democratic overload."
Participation and political mobilizstion were so in-
tense that the fragile Weimar Republic 'filially gave

way to Hitler. So the argument was plelsible.. Many
democratic governmentther systems that use
voting for plebiscite adopted compatsori

21
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voting or other devices that reduced the voluntary
component. This made voting a less reliable/guide.:
to how:much citizen participation there might be and
to what its effects were..

Western conceptions of citizenship participa-
tion emphasize voluntary action as the only valid

4 indicator. Accordingly, participdtion in all forms'
of voluntary association have sometimes bee} t used in
.assessing the rate of citizen activism among various

. groups and in ehe Nation as a whole.24/ Thp Udited
States ccmpares:mcre favorably to other natidhs by
this criterion than by the...voting standard.25/ But
it appears less distinceively, the 'nation a-join-
ers," solving its problems through voluntary action,
than Alexis de Tdcqueville seemed to suggest in the
1830's.26/

\
Voluntary associations present a number of can=

plex issues that citizenship education needs to take
mare fully into account. One function'of such asso-
ciations is to proilde a medium through which to
bring more effective pressure on government than
would be possible by individual action alone. This
is a classic pressure group conception of voluntary
action0As such it"falls ccdfortably into the set
of mechanisms Tor active citizenship that includes
elections, demon&rations, and other forms of direct
action.

Another use of associatiOns-is to 'provide bene-
fits, goods,fand services to its members, either in

'competition with, or in addition to, the state.
This, the classic English pluralist cahception, is a
Cedtral activity of such diverse groups as chprch
auxiliaries, bridge clubs, groceryco-ops, andYpro-
fessional societies.28/ That many such benefit ,

groups may become in 31ved in pressure activities is
true enough, and, as Olson has shown,29/ this may be
the principal route by which they became active in
the political arap. But partid1pation. in organiz4-
tions of this second type need not, and oftendoes

22 '
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not, have much to ado with political.atizenship.
Thus it.is important td consider whether voluntax*
alsociation aAtivity should be viewed as citizenship
0Mkticipation or as sanathinge4e, less ity-

spirited and often irrelevant .to the central pp poses
of participation.

w. There is another apOroacKto.voluntary action,
however. Voluntary group, participation-may be part

of learning process, whereby the skills necessary
e acquired and perfected.
a proving groom for the
or the alderman's race.
s the most articulate ex-
izenship was learned and
's well-situated who

to effective citizenship ,

The frateertal lc4ge may16
cpmmunity, the union
John Stuart Mill was perha
ponent of the view that ci
that, especially for the le
lacked formal education, taking part in smaller group
settings was necessary prepAration for the larger.30/

L.7-

What is, in ,the else? Does participation

. ..

DP94,,
involve a set of skills? s one learn than best
by doing? Can doing be sidul Led effectively in a
clasaroom so that the learned skills an be carried
over to real life tings?

T..
is the cognitive can-

, ponent --lei where,:ith,imad to wham, at do
things -- most of the answer? 'Clearly, our educa-
tional strategies will depend on our answers to dies
questions, and at this stage w4 need much fdditi
re4earch before we can be canfl*nt about out
answers.

d,

A

The Dimensions of Partitipatit

With the. rise of survey esearch, data;
gathered about other facets' citizen activity be-

f*sid4s voting and voluntary a sociation membership.
ti

Such items as membership in political organizationg,
giving money, attendance at electoral meetings and,

warking for candidates, and, q cqurse,
candidacy itself were,. inventoried. and distkibutions 1
noted.31/ In general, it appeared that these several
acts, Ti revolving; aroundpemcisan elections, in-

Sw

es
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evolved a single dimension. They could be arrayed on
a continuum ranging from easy to difficult accor4ing
to how costly or troublesome they were to ihe citi-
zen. Thus, voting was easy, candidacy was difficult,
going to rallies was in between. ,

As a result of this work, participation for both
individuals and societies was thought of in terms of
more or less and assessed accordingly. Differences
could be mapp between highly fareicipant nations or

related to other f4ctors in order to deter-
mine what caused the differ aces and what effects
followed Exam them.

Mare recent research has revealed that this is
nocti, too simple a view. In their major survey of
Ameripairpolitical participation,Merba,'Nie, add
Kiq.aiRed people about 12 different kinds of activ-
ity'.321, They found that these involved four basid
dit*Fliiims: voting, more.extensive electoral activ-
ism,' coamunal activity, and personal contacting..
Each of dose nodes bore only a modest relationship
to the others. There were sane people who did all
ofthen (the complete activists, 11 percent of the
total), and others who were entirely inactive,(22
percent). Electoral activists were different from
comynilists, and essentially this kind of differ-
entilttion was found to be true also in several other
'cotritries,yerba, I:lie, and 1Kimihmve investigated.33/.

. .

What these' researchers really demonstrated was
that participation was a much more complicated and
variegated phenomenon than most previous discussion
had generally recognized. They did 'not, however;
provide a definitive list of the modes of participa-
tion. For example, they did not ask about media
participants --those people who write to newspaper
editors or call open-line radio programs. They also
did little with such politically meaningful talk as
.back-fence gossip,,saloon arguments, acrd other types
of discussion that may sometimes constitute influen-
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iial participatitn and not just a kind,of political.

spectatorisra.

A firm empirical assessment of the types and
amounts of citizen participation maybe quite diffi-
cult to do with the utual methods of survey research:
The fraction of people engaging.in same kinds of ac- .

tivity may be too small to show up clearly in a sam-
ple, yet less than 1 percen will still involve some
two million people in the ited States. In addi-
tion, same kinds of'p cipation, such as back-fence

.political talk, may be difficult to recall with any
accuracy when a pollster comes around. But a richer
'and more ace:trace sense of what is involved in citi
zen participation requires increasingly subtle and
delicate probing of participatory experience, better
questions, and more refined obgervational techniques.
Here, at least, the beginning steps have been taken.

There is yet another kind of cdtilication be-
settibg research cn political participation. Not .

only are there different kinds of activities, there
also are' different institutional settings in which
participation occurs. Verba, Nie, and Kim uncovered
this-fact without realizing it. Two of their modes,
electoral and Ccumunal, were really different insti-
tutionally. But the're are other instituti set- -

tings which they did not investigate. ls.,

,

courts, administrative agencies, and the stre ts.
With a broader definition of participation, unions,
churches, and voluntary associations as well as the
more private World of primary groups might be in2''
eluded.

Although the kinds of politically relevant par
ticipatory behavior inside a friendship group are not
the same as that of a court (the latter is highly
formalized and rigidly, controlled, whir: the former
is informal and consists mainly of talk and perhaps
sane role modeling) , both are important to those in-
volved and have effects on political outccmes. The
point is that participation never occurs in general.
It is always specific to a particular institution, .
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Unanticipated resulo may follow from the
realization that participation is Imstitutica-
specific. Croncern-out the decline in voting turn,-
cut should be weiJed with evidence of involvement
im voluntary asseciationseighborhood groups may
flourish, 'even as political.patY organizations in
the same neighborhoodsoribund. The assetsment
of democracy must rest on the whole array of'parti-
cipation and all of its mechanisms in the society.

In short, there are many institutional arenas
' where participation may be fruitful. In. some cases,

people excited about a particular issue may move
from one arena to another in their efforts to influ-
ence the outcome. Blacks, for example, have found ?
the most effective place for political activity to
be sometimes the courts, sometimes the electoral pro-
cess, sometimes pressure group lobbying, sometimes
neighborhood groups, and sometimes direct actSokin,
the streets. Citizenship education,_if it is.t-pkbe
meaningful, must recognize and deal with the complex-
ity and variety of activities that make up participa-
tion and the institutional arenas in which they
occur. *'

*Gibson suggests that societal pressures may also be
Kesponsible for the pakticular kind of participation
iii which blacks engage: "...sosiety usually responds
to the black citizen t4 individual participation
through group remedies. This has led to black citi-
zdn participation.often being expressed by groups
rather than the more traditional individual partici-
pation...t4hile most organized group activity devel-
oped in this country as a supplemental technique to
increase the influence of distinct segments in the
society, it was forblacks the principal avenue by
which the policy interetts of the group could be
effectively articulated."
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The agenda of citizenship participation is now
apparent: a rich array of participatory acts, pur-
sued in a complex of institutional settings, by
people with diverse and dynamic conceptions Of self-

interest. Indeed, all of the components are dynam-
ic. For instance, one's stake in the public schools
is maximized by having children enrolled and this
variable gteatly increases the likelihood of school-
.centered partiCiAtion. But it is a variable% which
is to say that sane parents (well-educated?) may be

Amore likely than others to perceive and pursue their
stake. Children grow up so that parents usually do
not remain active inschool-related affairs inde-
finitely. As they get older they may shift from
PTA'meetings to civic organizations and eventually
perhaps beeax active members of the Grey Lobby. .

) A great many combinations of activities are
possible and concepts of citizen participation must
take thativariety.into account. Otherwise, the
danger will be a misreading of the signs of demo-
=tic health and a misunderstanding 9f the ,tasks of
citiienship education. It is one thing to urge
children to become active citizens by voting; it is
quite another to encourage expression of the citizen-
ship obligation through organizational work.

Self-interest can readily be discerned as the
motivational basis for orgadizational involvement,
but many of those who vote in national elections may
be quite unsure of their personah stake. Self-

interest should' not be attribute too readi]1y, how-

ever. A skeptical indifference toward the self-
interest relevance of many kinds of participapion
obviously pervades much of the society, and, in far
ore cases than cheerleading civic texts acknowledge,
it is thoroughly justified. By disaggregating the
settings and modes of citizenship, perhaps the case
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can be made more persuasive that at certain times
and in certain settings people ought to participate
actively:*

Partifipatiza and Community Policymakinik.
Another dimension of citizen education is the

Macro effect of participation. This dimension can be
understbod most easily by considering the effects of,
increased neighborhood group participation in comnun-
ity development program. The neighborhood is not,
of course, the whole of society', but it is a complex
social structure.' Federally mandated participation
has existed since the Econ5mic. Opportunity Act of
1964, which required "maximum feasible participation"
of the areas and gr affected by the Program.
Many Federal progr-,""4 ecting cities have tried to
build in some form of citizen participation coiponent,

:partly in order to gain community level support fOr,
t programs, and partly to enable policy administra-

s to discover what, at the grass roots level,
;,would really work.yf/

, .1/4 .5

The 1974 Comitnity Developmsnt Act further en-
....

..

couraged the fdrmation and expansion of neighborhood
associations by requiring their active contributions
to each camunity's plans .for, allocating the large

*-An additional perspective is suggested by Clasby:
"A reliance on a utilitarian tradition of individual-
ism and self-interest precludes alternate analyses of
instrupymts1 cirrzenship rooted in value occraitments,
it'restricts the benefits of participation to self
and/or group rather than to the polity. Finally: it
eiansforam citizenship -as a public function to citi-
zenship as a private good.. There are multiple ways
in which a case can be made for citizenship based on
value coamitments; the pursuit of justice for others
may be as poderful a motivating-fosce as drive for

'''"-*-04Liz personal benefits; tangible etdence of insti-
tutional inequities may trigger participation dir,ect-

ed at securing 'for others .as well as the self."
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sums of money involved in the.progtan. What have
been the consequences of the act?35/ First, citizen
participation has undoubtedly increased, fueled by
the money involved and by the competition for funds
among neighborhoods. There is an instructive con:-

trast between the vigor of such neighborhood in-
volvement and the comparatively indifferent response
in the 1960's to the efforts tp elect representa-
tives to tommunity action program advi4ory
boarbS.36/ The Tatter appeared to involve few tan -
gible interests, and most people did not care much
...iladut merely giving advice through participation un-
less it would truly affect them directly.

A second result involves the way money is allo-
cated as a consequence of extensive citizenship
participation. It appears that either oftwo main
patterni can emerge. One is that neighborhood self-
.interest predominates and through a logrolling pro-
cesi each neighborhood gets its share, more or less,
of the pie: Thus, each area may secure a health
clinic, a park, street lighting, or housing assist-
ance acsofding to whatever prigities the area es-
tablishes and within the overall limits imposed on
this barrel of pork. Moreover, under this pattern,
the allocations take immediately tangible and
pleasant fommi. "Nice?' items Ruch as housing pre-
vail over distasteful items such-as prisons or in-
cinerators. Industrial parks are difficult to de-
velop through this prdcess because while everyone
might want more jobs available they would prefer to
locate 'them and. their potentially blighting effects

in another part of town.

The results of this pattern ofiresource alloca-
tion growing out of active citizen participation are
certainly not all undesirable. Often thelleighbor-
hood*ds know than the plpnervhat 4`s. good'
for it, and more imgmay>a.bett n mare jobs
or more expressways. %itutAboncinit::, opmenestrat-
egy for cities may s times requi e" estment in -
the central business d strict, too, or the'llard
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choice of making massive financial commitment to
one area of the city which will have beneficial
spillover effects. elsewhere. An equal share for
every area may produce less net well-being than a.
larger, more focused, effoit. Essentially, this is
the kind of conflict that not infrequently arises in
public policy between equity and efficiency.' Effi-
ciency in generating long-run benefits .may be in-
compatible with equity in short- rqn allocations.
Nhximum participation is likely 4 increase the po-
litical strength of the equity criterion and weaken
the claims of efficiency of investment.

The other main pattern of citizen participation
occurs when there is rigorous neighborhood partici-
pation but no- mutual back-scratching. In short,
stalemate. Sarno/des the problem is a zero -sun con-
flict'in which the sides are irreconcilable, and
each is opposed to the other's policy,interest.
School busing comes to mind. Increased citizen ac-
tivism does not make it easier to resolve that kind
of issue. In some cases the problem.results because
resources are scarce rather than abundant. Logroll-
ing is a feasible process for allocating benefits,

...but it works less smoothly for apportioning costs.
,If a ciey has two public hospitals, one orr each.
`side of town, and mist close one for financial rea-
.sOns, activated citizens are likely to make any de-
cision painful and perhaps politically impossible.

Immobilismynay result from high intensity par-
. ticipation because the principles or reasoning that.

dominate the terms of discussion do not permit bar -
gaining or compromise. How difficult it is for peo-
ple to agree about how to divide the money, for ex-
ample, if it can be allocated only according to the
public interest. For Rousseau this problanwas're-
solved by his confidence that with sufficient parti-
cipatory experience each member of the community

'would came to share the same values so that the pub-
lic interest would, in fact, coincide with the Ina-.
ture" views 'of each participant. Rousseau's optim-
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let
ism might run into a powerful counterargument in the
realities of neighborhood group participation in .

contemporary American cities.

The purpose of this excursion into current ur-
ban oclitics is to illustrate a much broader theme: -

That there are fundamental conflicts of value very
'often involved in citizen participation and that,
for society, it is not an easy task todecide whether
to opt for equity_ or efficiency. It is`anald, old
.argument between the appeals of the dictator,. how-
ever wise, and the appeals of democracy. E4,ra par-
ticipation may sometimes get in the way of doing
whatvorks most effectively, but without participant
involvement policymakers may not really know what
will work. The dilehma that society faces does not
necessarily carry aver to the individual citizen,
however. It IA at that level that one final, and
perhaps least controversial, justification of in-
creased participation rests.

THE ULTIMATE JUSTIFICATION

Participation.andIndividual Fulfillment

During the 1960's thi debates over partiCipatoril.
demOcracy brought to the foregrbund a number of ideas
and arguments that for a long time had been eb-,
samed.37/ Participation had overwhelmingly bien
calgidiiid in tern, first, of its. instrumental use
as a route to power and power's rewards, and second,
kof its significance and possible danger to a stable
and effective democratic policy. These emphases
overlooked another very different value of partic).pa
14.0r6 its value to individualsrowth and self-
realization.

Self-realization through active citizenship was,
of course, what Aristotle had been talking about all
.along. Radicals of the 1960's discovered the so-
ca:11W "young Mare with ttis 'emphasis on alienation
and the importance of active commitment .in "mere:ming
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0 it. And fran such diverse tradi ioni
ity and John Dewey one could £ derive.the notion.
that whatever else parti'cipa might mean, it was
intrinsically benefie the,participaq. It
expanded cognitive horizons, it imparteh skills and

4pe confidence to use than, it widened social tater-
actions, it made a more complete, a more fully hu-
man, person. And, from the. point of view of parti-
cipatory democrats, this result was worth almost any
cost in' instability, disorder, or inefficiency,

*
There is a major empirical uncertainty surround-

ing th4s perspective, however, and citizenship edu-
- cation musp.take accoufteof it. The problem is this:
To what 'extent is. it really true that participation
is air effective way to enhance our personal capabil- .

ities? Does anyone really believe that, forosam
pie, simplxvotiRg -- the classic criterion of par-
.ticipition -- makes people more fully.hinan? Are
ward-level political activists better, gore knowledg-
'able people than carpenters or preaches whose polit-
ical involvement is minimal?

For some participatory democrats the question
is essentially one ofdefinition. Those who partici-
pate are 'virtuous since that is how virtue is de-. '

fined. But for the rest it must be regarded as an
open and serious question. Of course most would
Agree that ealf-realization.is desirable. Addhere
may bd little over the proposition that -
apathy will notalead to individual growth. But ,how

much participation, in what forMeand in what aronas,
is required to bring.about the desired.result?
Th4re is no complete ,answer yet. What research has

00A been'dope indicates that growth in ipii.vidlarself-
confiddnce and understanding does result from parti-
cipation.* It is seldom dramatic in its macro-

.

' social impact, but for the individual citizen it mayi.i
make a world of difference*

Vi.s,Clasby outs .out: e "If the prize o citizenship
ha d,society is self-Tealization,'itimusvbeavail-
able td-all citizens; all.citikens,.therefore have a
right to dxpect social arranements that wiii-satisfy
basic,needs so they

ca
.astare fo self-realilation.7
3?

.
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Citizenship has many facets and dilemmas. Dif-
ficulties attend them all. The mature citizen will
recognize and, withbdt being paralyzed, seek to bal-
ance the carpeting values and interests at stake.
In a viable democracy-e-education must seek to foster .

mature citizenship. 'What this really weans is that
education, which encqmpasses not only the schools
themselves but also the family, the media, and all
the other social mechanisms thrbugh which we learn,
must recognize afipeal with these difficult issues
and at the same time keep the democratic faith clear-
ly in view. And that faith rests squarely on a con-,
aliment to the importance of active individual par-

ticipation.
4

However citizenship may be conceptualized' -- ommw
as instrumental, supportive, or =pliant -- it en-

.

'tails the obligation to be active and not simply
passive or accepting. Even though there may be some
costs entailed, some things that do not work out so
well, the demdcratic faith urges that decisions be
made by,'or according to the articulated preferences
of, wyjoritieAofcitizens, not experts seeking effi-
cient social results, butlettizems expressing their
own desires and interests.*

.N3 The democratic f. s not guarantee success.
In a participatory soc ety people may, as Rousseau
thought, cane to a c understanding of what needs
to be done. But they may not, in which case there
All be winners and there will be losers, all of

*Another point of view'is.raised by Greenberg in
looking at the mature citizen: "If one conceives'

oflociety as a deeply divided class structurein
whielt the interests of opposed 'classes are incompat-

. ible or irreconcilable, then a citizen who recognizes
value conflict yet accepts perpetual loss is not
'imaturi.' One might say that a mature citizen is one
who does-notaccept the status quo but seeks to

SO
change the regime itself."
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whom were active. Perhaps the most difficult task -1'
of citizenship-education is to persuade people that,
they should continue to be active in behalf of their
values even though they seem never to be on the
winning side.

Democracy cannot assure instant gratification.,
But a nature citizen will recognize that in a con- ,

plex pdlipical world it is often unclear who has ,

won. The political process continues: alignments,

coalitions, and changing tides of fortune. So, to

do our notions of what it is that we want and se
through citizen participation. Remaining active
'permits citizens to experience and perhaps to take
advantage of what tomorrow's political circumstances
may bring. If, however, citizens withdraw they will
deny themselves eNit chance.*

Finally, the mature citizen recognizes that the
measure of democratic,achievement is not ultimately
VD be found in the material well-being of society,
the efficiency with Nhich social problems are re-
solved, or even the extent to which particular so-
cial majorities areable to secure their interests.*

10.

.*,As Kotler argues:. ufears,t the machine of parti-
cipation may stop are unwarran d. Democracy, with
its rapid shifts of opiniodN'and its sudden reversals
of fortuqe,'teaches people very quickly atibut,fail-
ure. Where people fail at this or that moment, they
"continue to participate and redouble their,efforts
beqause of a hope that they will succeed in the fu-
ture. Faith in the 'future keeps_ participation go-
ing. -

*Kotler observes that "Citizenship,. as an ideal, his
always been,concernediwith men ari4 women's responsi-
bility to their country and to ottikr people...mature

citizenship:..is not going to depend on abstraCt be-
havioral process...but on the moral, choices that
children are taught, and on their courage of acfion
in being responsible to their fellow citizens and
the strangers among them."
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In the last analysis it is the fUlfillment Of their
potential by individual hunambeings`that counts
the most, and no one has ever pertuasively refuted
the ancient argument that the human potential can
ally be fully realized through active participation
An the political. oanhunity:.,
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APPENDIX

Miriam Clasby

Any response to Professor Salisbury's essay
must at same point wrestle with the paradoxes em-
bedded in the presentation. How did we begin with a
masterful reminder of a Graeco-Ramma citizenship
which was co-extensive with all aspects of public
life, and yet find ourselves, in. the end, locked in

a private cell of self-realization? How did the rich
summary of competing Whig, Marxist, and liberal in-
tercppewiops of the purposes of political action
bring us filially to a simple faith in democracy de-
fined as "self-txpressioh"? Hqw did we escapes -

the troublesome recognition of class bias in majority
_rule to a comfortable affirmation of the value of
participatiad in the political coimunity?

Limiting thei,Domains of Citizenship

The essay opens with a crucial observation on.
the narrowness of cc temporary concepts of citizen-
ship which focus primarily on the political realm.
But the subsequent definition of the domains of cit-
izenship deals exclusively with sub-societal associ-
.ations the' family, the school,. the workplace, the

social club.

If we accept the/generalization that citizenship
exists, not in general, but in particular domains of
one's life, then the specification of those domains,
assumescritical importance. To limit-the-vdomains
is to limit our understanding of citizenship and re-
lated skills and competencies. For example, we live,
within local, State, and Federal structures; we ex-
ercise our, citizenship in one or more of these do-
mains, either recognizing or ignoring their interre-
latedness.y Furthermore, we liye in a large=scale,.
technologicalsociety with complex institutional
structures that function, -at ).east: theoretically, to
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set public policies (political arena); to produce
necessary goods and.se *ces (ebonamic arena), and

APII
to serve human needs ocial service arena)... Exclu-
sive focus on citiz 'p in sub-societal associa-
tions inevitably diverts attention fran the role of
citizens in formulating and evaluating public poli-
cies which expand or constrain personal and commun-
ity choices. A young couple hay adopt democratic
procedures in arriving at a decision about placing i

their 4-year-old in a day care center so the
mother (or father) can return to work. This is, "

however, e.decispnmaking process of a totally dif-
ferent order of significance fran the exercise of
citizenship in supporting or opposing a public policy
to establish a national day care program.

To ignore structures and policies is to run the
risk of reducing citizenship to interpersonal rela-
tionships. To attend to policy formulation and im-
plementation processes exposes multiple roles and re-
sponsibilities of citizens at various levels of.gov-
ernmental operations, and in a range of institutional
structures. Individuals and grbups initiate, veto, .

hiplenent, utilize, monitor, facilitate, obstruct,
circomvent, or revise public policies. There is
little empirical research to throw light on .these
formal or informal roles, or to differentiate what
kinds of activities are influential on what arenas
of public life.2/

At aK analytic level, social commentators as
different as Robert Dahl and Michael Harrington pose
remarkably similar suggestions for extending citizen-
ship rights. Dahl identifies-five historical can-
mitments which constitute impediments to democracy
in the United States today.3/ One, gran private
property rights to corporations, developed with the
shift fran an, agrarian socio-ecoftomic or to cor-

porate capitalism. Dahl rejects the illog cal exten-
sian of Lecke-an ideas -en- property to business con:

potations. He argues that business corporations Rust
be seen, in principle, as a form of public oesocial,
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not private, activity and/urges systematic study of
a range ofalternative arrangements for control of
corporate deasionnaking.

In a similar vein, Michael Harrington calls for
complete democratization of .basic investment deci-
sions as the only long -run solution to balanced
growth.4/ Hetiggr an analyses'of.the London Econo-
mist and the essional Budget Office to illus-
trate the ways in which corporate decisions contribute
to unbalanced growth in the world markets, as well as

in urban policy. He rejects as utopian pragmatism ,

the view that balanced growth will be'achieved with a
little good will and intelligence and without the in-
convenience of change in any orour economic struc-
tures. Both commentaries point to an alternative un-
derstanding of the domains of citizens. They chal-
lenge both imagination and courage to invent and as-
sess new Institut:id* arrangements for fuller ex-,
pression of procedural democracy.

Limiting the Concepts of Participation

The bOdy of Salisbury's essay offers a variety
of views: a succinct summary of political theories
that'produced a state-daminated conception of citi-
zenship; a,pointed critique of the limits of opinion
research studies which ignore behaviors, and teasing
glimpses of assumptions related to power, redistribu-
tion of scarce resources, and the equity and efficien-
cy struggle. The bedrock position, bower, is un-
swerving allegiance to the principles of individualism
and self-interest which finally reduces to a single,
simple view: "The agenda of citizenship participa-
tion includes the following: a rich arrangement of
participatory acts, pursued in a complex of institu-
tional settings, by people with diverse and dynamic

conceptions of self-interest."

individualism and telf-
interest serves quite adequately to delineate three
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is of participation: trymental or purpos-
i supportive, and compl Instrumental. parti-

ci tion is a mans of acquiring power, competing
f9r scarce-resources. Supportive and compliant cit-
izenship derives fran commitment to the system and
its values and contributes to social.stthility. The
sharp dichotcaty between the win/lose competition of
insehmeatal citizenship and the passivity of the
other two groups is, however, too sharply drawn; it
leaves no roan for an alternative concept of.citi-
zenship representing goal-oriented activism. A re;
licence on a utilitarian tradition of individualism
and seLf-interest precludes alternate analyses of
instrumental citizenship rooted in value `commitments,
it restricts the benefits of participation to imme-
diate benefits for self and/or group rather than to
the polity. Finally, it transforms citizenship as
a public function to citizenship as a private good.

The ultimate justification of citizen partici-,
pation as individual fulfillment saves us fran fail-
ure and frustration, fran complexity and confusion.
It also kills our vision. The celebration of self-
realization,-of complete and full personhood has
much less to do with Dewey or Christianity than
with Vhsloca's hierarchy of needs and relatecrpat-
terns for growth and develapient. But if we take
Maslow's paradign seriously, we see that self-reali-
zation js dependent on the satisfaction of funda-
mental hut= needs of physiail well-being and safe-,
ty. If the prize of citizenship in a democratic so-
ciety is self- realization,, it must -be available to
all citizens; all citizens, therefore, have a right
to expect social arrangements that will satisfy bat -
ic needs so they can aspire to self-realization. It

is not necessary to accept this piece of sophistry
to recognize that there are multiple ways in which a
case can be made for citizenship based on value con-,
mitments; that the pursuit of justice for others may.
_be as powerful ia motivating force as drive for per-
sonal benefitsPthat tangible evidence of institu-
4cmalized inequities may trigger participation di-
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'rected At securing goods for others as well-as for
self. Research questions to test these hypotheses
could help us to create a concept of participation

,appropriate to the global village we inhabit./

Playing the devil's advocate is especially
hazardous within the confines of 4 few paragraphs.
Obviously these comments have had to ignore a vari-
ety of sensitive, insightful, and provocative ob-.
servations on contemporary democracy. Obviously,
too, the paradoxes have provoked a struggle to move
beyond surface Agreements to more fundamental is-
sues, which, of course, is precisely what discussion
papers are intended to do.

NOTES

1 The Institute for Responsive Education is cur-
rently. engaged in a 3-ydbr study of citizen par-
ticipation funded by the National. Institute of Ecru--
cation. Related publications include: Lois Stern-
berg, "Social Science Theory and Research on Parti-.
4ipation and Voluntary Associations": A Bibliograph-
ic Essay; and Don Davies and Ross Zechykov, eds.,
"Citizen Participation in Education: Annotated Bib-
liography." Future publications will include a re-
port on "Federal and State Impact on Citizen Parti-
cipation in Education." The role of governmental
agencies in generating public participation in the
area of -human services is also illustrated by Feder-

al legislation establishing'a network of health
planning councils.

2 The State of Florida initiated one of the few
efforts to &ace the impact of State legislation in
a recent study of the implementation of three 1973'
education laws reported in "Improving Education in
Florida: A Reassessment." A Summary'orEhe Con-
sultant's Report Prepared for the Select Joint Ccut-
mittee on Public Schools of the Florida LegAlature,
February 1978.
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3 Robert A. Dahl, 1Dn Removing Certain Impediments '

to Deocracy in..the United States." A paper deliv-
ered at the 1976 Annual Meeting of the American Po-
litical. Science Association,'The Palmer House;
Chicago, Ill., September,2-5, 1976.

4 Michael Harrington, "Balanced Growth," New York
Times (January 29, 1978). 0.-

,

5 The Federal node of maintaining exclusive cont -
trol of economic olicies stands in sharp contrast
to Federal indent ves for public participat
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''the humma 6ervi area's . Some stirrings oflitizen.
: Oallenge to this stance are illustrated by Frances

bore Lappe acid Joseph Collins, "Food First: Beyond
'the Myth of Scarcity," Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 4

1477x which presents practical proposals-tostabil-
jib the world economy and to reduce-the negative do-
mestic and: international effects of current U.S.
trade policies. .

.

Edward S. Greenberg

There is much in Professor Salisbury's issay,
"Key Concepts of Citizenship: Perspectives and Di- .

Ialiaas° that is commendable. It is as good a purview
of the participation literature and its relevance to

Nkithe central issues of democratic theory as I have
seen; an4 it is unusually sensitiv'e to nuance and to
the carfifill.qualitications necessarygEn this area of
scholarship. Nevertheless, there is much in the es-

say that is disturbing. It compels me to respond, L.

not.becaUSe of its tone or content, bat because'of
sevaldassumptions and unconscious biases. it shares
with contemporary scholarship. 'These assumptions and
biases strongly color thinking,About citizenship ed-
ucation.

"Before discussing Salisbury's essay, I believe it
is-worth-ncuing that here- is a deeply hostile cliMate-

-

toward efforts,to encourage.participation in various
° arenas of democratic life. Many politicians
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and scholars are warning, of the dangers of.partici=
.patios, proclaiming the need to decrease the de-

mands and lower the expeCtations of citizens. For
.. instance, every major 6andidate for the Presidency,

in 1976rhad as his central campaign theme the notion
of lowering poptilar expectatigns.about the ability

0 of government to provide a context for the godd
life. Both Jimmy Carter and Jerry Brown propounded
smallgovernment themes, usually.the preserve of Re-
publican politicians. This Aame.trend can be seen

. , in the academic world. ,

f

%
.

A
11` .

t ,-. .* Influential intellectual pub4cations such as .

,Commentary and the Public Interest and leading so-
dial scientists such as Daniel Bell, and Samuel
arntington have become almost obses d with the need

2e
to 16.wer.expectations. and the.parti i pation:Closlk .
conn cted to it. The idea seems to emerging a-

.
non ortant sectors of the opinion- making puhlic
,that a serious erosion in the legitimacy of the

4.- political and economic.system has taken place in .
recent years, contributing to heightened social in-
stability, economic inefficiency, and gave ,.-. al
malaise. They believe this state of affairs ,-

been spawned primarily by an excess of pop par--

404 ticipation, particularly from the most dis antaged
sections of the population.. The, task, ? :Jy9mi.c7

diate future, frccatlleir poiht of vi.-"4:,,"-ra to rein-

". vest pubricTinthority with the ._-:17,-. .-, ources., .and

.
popular support necessary for 40:.- -, ce o£ thy:

,..,-.

social order. *.(The most' ,,..- and .dietuibing
statetent of'these-vi --:P"- be seem in iichael Cro-
zier, et al, is of Demacracv"ftw York:

. . New York Univer ,y.Preews,.4A). This is possible
only by greatly weakening popUlar participation. ,

AV I .
. ...

.

These remarks are not meant to suggetkt4hat mAch
views are' necessarily triumphant, but -thlideper-M:

"4 .linortat* sectors" of political and intellectual, life
trends in this direction seem to be evidehA-Wmg

' As such, they help to define afparticularly inhospi:
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table context for programs T:A.ch seek to train peo-
ple for political participation. The appeal of par-
ticipation is not Alf-evident. Programs to encour-
age it in whatever form, will be faced with a hos-
tile responseefran exerethely poterful social forces.

re" As to my reactions to the content of Saliskiry's
paper, let me begin by askipg two fundamental ques-
tions: Firk, how is it possible to justify a role
for the scHtols in citizenship training? -Frankly, 1.
have never seen it adequately done. And second,

. elements of democratic theory justify a, role for
State 4tberNational, State, or local) In the

. 'training of its own citizens? To be sure; schoo
have at all times, and in all places played spch

',role, but that empirical_fact in n way, serves as a

persuasive justification.

To be perfectly blunt,- it strikes me that an ef-
by government to socialize and train itl citi-
with respect to matters ok citizenship is sure-.

ly. a curious and not altogether comfortable reversal
q democratic theory. Centrallto all democratic

is the concepti4 that government' is, in some
fundamental way, a mere reflection of its citizens
and theiT desires and interests. The reverse propo-
sition, that citizens, or rather the particular be-
haviors of citizens, are in somdcfundamentaLAaay a
refleciion of the .training of their may-
'be suppoitable by same arguments but is most certain- e
ly not a legitisite part of fhe democratic tradition.
While ouch of the mood of. this complaint may seen to
arise frtmAialound staked out by the political
right, it. am as valid nonetheless and worthy

J' of some serious-thought. Most of us simply assume
that such a roil exists and focus our attention on.

-' matters of techniqde. Surely, that is not .sufficient.

Let me extend this complaint
there is to be feared in state s
"ship, training. Simply put, cit'

e
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and suggest.what
morship of citizen-
hip 'training is
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never neutral. Although my observation may be ob-
vious there'is a need to be specific about this
,point. There is no phase of such training that does
not embody score set of political values and princi-
ples. Take "participation." It never exists in a
'vacuum. Training for participation, a point Sells-
billy makes but fails to develop, never hangs in the
air free of referents, a neutral tool useful at all,
times and places, a mere'technique. Traini.ng for
participation always artiaulates a view about values,
about acceptable forms and arenas of participation,
and about appropriate and approved behavior. With

.few exceptions, what.is considered proper at any
given time is that which is conventional and that
which poses no threat to dominant interests. No edu-
cational institution, for instance, is about to
train people for insurrectionary, anti-regime activi-
ties, whether violent or non - violent.

Now such a complaint makes no sense if society
is conceived as a relatively homogeneous entity,
where basic matters are not at issue, and where the
regime,is not only considered legitimate but provides
an arena by which minor interest conflicts are ad-.
justed. If one holds to a contrary view, then pont-

.
ical reality,becares acre complioated. 'Let,me de-
velop the point.

At issue, I believe, is the idea put forward by
Salisbury that the central role of citizenship educe-
tion is to help produce a matuke citizen. He suggests

eirthat the mature citizen wIII-7iCognize and, without
being paralyzed, seek to balance `the competing values
and interests at stake. In a viable democracy, educa-

,*
tion must seek to foster mature citizenship,..to per-
suade people that they should continue to be active
in behalf of their values el.e0 though they seem never
to be on the winningside." Why? Such a view does
not strike me either as obvious or neutral: While
the view is lory.comforting and familiai,'I would sub-
mit that it embodies a particular view of the nature
of the ipolitical system that may or may not be true:
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It assumes that there exists, In Salisbury'e.Worde,,
a "political c6mmunity."

.

,

:. , _

my view, .this notion of political 'counun-
ity, of the public interest,.' or any other Such con-
ceptualization is a mystification serving'totbe-
cloud the uneven conflict that lies at the,heart of
society. If one caneives of society as aiek0F1y
divided Ass structure in which the interests of
opposed classes are incompatible or irreconcilable,
then one surely arrives at a very differedej6dgment
about a citizen who recognizes value conflict yet
accepts perpetual loss. Such a citizen, while.loa-
tire' from the vantage point of a cm rant class,
looks less commendable or even sill from another..
One might even make the case that the imabsci Citizen
is one who does not. accept the status 4uo but seeks
to change the regime.

My ideas on this matter may strike the reader as
fairly extreme (I attempt to demonstrate their val-
idity in two books, "Servi ng the FeW: Corporate , .

Capitalism and the Bikt of Government Policy" (1974)
and "Understanding Modern Governmant. The' Rise and

Decline of the American Political Econaay". (fotth-

coming))but that is not the point. It merely serves.
to demonstrate that the issue' of citizenship train..
ing is amenable to quite different interpretations:
Such training is never neutral. It embodiesparac-,
ular political biases and should be recognized r
what' it is political indoctrination supporti of
the regime in power.. Now such a social pence may
well be justified on a variety of grounds, and there
may be ample reason to turn more resources in its
direction. We should not, however, be deluded about.
the business we are about,

Velative to the question of "transferabilit"
participatory training fran one emvimmattto an-
other, lettme point out that preliminary analysis of .

data frcm my National Science Foundation funded re-
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searckproject plywood cooperatives in the
Pacific - Northwest a very strong relationship
between active participation within enterprise poli-
tics and participation in conventional politics.
This is evident in two sets of data.

First, in =paring plywood cooperatives (enter:-
prises in which the membership is solely responsible.
for enterprise governance through general membership
meetings, election of a diyectly responsible board
of ditectors, and the hiring/firing of a general man-

. 'AgeT)ogith conventional firms, we found workers in'
the former 'industrial settings to be far more active
in Conventional-politics than their counterparts in
the lattet,

' Workers in the self-governing cooperatives, be-
side; be4.nk mote likely to attend meetings and to
hold responsible elected positionS-within their own
enterprises, are aIad much more likely than workers
frog canvgitioharplants to attend city'council meet-
ings: to attend hearings of various Cove t agen-
cies, to contact a public official, to'work with
others to solve'sdae community prob

.

Second, from among the sample o cboperative man-.
ben themselves? preliminary analysis of thd data
suggests that it is those members who are the most-
active within the enterprise who are also the most
active 'in political activity. 'Rather than the one
detracting fro= the other, the experiences seetato be
mutually reinforcing.

I must'itress that thebe conclusions_ are,' based
upon it preliminary Sages of my analysis, ,and
that the. above relationships mayllot hold once The
analysis is ",parried further. Nevertheless, and with

A this caveat in is appears that the:"transfer-
of political training is real and ddmonstra-

ble. I will be _happy td 'supply further documentation
as my work-proceeds.

.
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Ira Katzneleori

Much of the literature on the politics of educa-
tion has been concerned with the existence qnd the
character of the exchange relations between the
schools as autonomous organizations and the larger
political and social systen. Political scientists
have emphasized the isolation of education from
politics, and,the,creation of a highly autonomous,
self-reproducing set of school professionals and
institutions.

,

With a longer perspective on such matters, bis-
toriami of education have grasped that what this
portrays is timebcund, and, therefore, have identi=
Pied exchanges between schbol and society as a con-
tinuous feature of school politics. They have
failed, hdwever, to agree about the character of
these exchanges. Prcgtedsive historians 'have identi-

ified the schools as democratizing institutions --
part of the expanding realm of social, citizenship -

while revisionist scholars have seen the schools as
mechanisms for securing elite control over Es.,ten-
tiallyUnruly mass, thus negating the promises of,
citizenship.

Discussions between these two "camps" have been .

flawed, in my mew, byinordinate attention to elite yip
pronouncements and activities, and by a failure to
locate exchanges between school and society in the
context of largerlmeterns of citizenship. It is
important to look at the exchanges between school
systems and working class citizens as they are medi-
ated by such working "class institutions as political
parties, unions, churches, and voluntary organize-,
tons within the context of a distinctively American
culture of citizenship. It is the Latter issueethlat--,,.
I address. .

The American and French Revolutions fashioned for
the fast time a damain of 5itizenship sep ate and
apart from that'of "civil society." Citiz
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respective of wealth, income, or status were now
free and equal units of the political system. This
divorce of citizenship and society opened up the two
most pressing concerns of the modern political agen-
da: How will the tensions betweefi an unequal soci-
ety and an equal realm of citizenship be managed?
HOW can democracy and capitalism be made compatible?
Given these questions, lt is important to ask that
are the-distinctive features of the "American solu-
tion" to these tasks created by the development of
democratictcitizenship; and what are the consequen-
ces of this solution for the connections Professor
Salisbury discusses between participation, the cle-
f/lilt/on of.interests,and government polities?

Juridical citizenship makes political participa-
tion possible, but it does not by itself define the
social bases and mass understandings of participa-
tion. Nor are such matters given automatically by
the arrangements of the social structure. Rather,
such definitions are at the heart'of what I shall
. call the culture of citizenship. This culture which
joins society and citizenship, although obviously

:conditioned by objective political and social ar-
rangements and rules, is a highly contingent con- ,

struct which varies from one capitalist democracy to
anotHer.

Throughout the West in the Late 18th and in the
19th centuries, as the autonomous in of citizen-
ship was fashioned, the worlds of work ilind home also
'Underwent wrenching transformations. Under the im-
pact of industriaia.mpan,w1rkplaces developed out-
side the home and, alsFe generally, apart from resi-
dence communities. The hovsehold, formerly a place .

of production as well as of consumption, became in
economic terms exclusively a unit of consumption:
More and more people came to, labor outside of their
homes.

Inmost western societies, this division was seen
as the consequence of a single process of capitalist
development. The social classes created by this pro-

.



cess, broadly speaking, became politically relevant
in both the domain of work and the domain of com-
munity relations. In time, workers constructed po-
litical parties with organizational roots in both
domains, while trade unions and constituency party
organizations promoted political participation based
on class identities and interests. This holistic '

institutional and ideological construct reflected
and developed-what may be called a global class cul-
ture of citizenship.

at
11..*Anericamlattern was different. 1.14e than

in any other westeph society,Jthe content of citi-
zenship in the-United States has been defined in
separate ways in the domains of work and community.
The linksbetween work and nonwork understandings,
conflicts, demands, articulations of.interest, and
'organizational forms have been very tenuous. Trade

. unions have organized workers as 'labor" at the ;
workplace. Political parties and voluntary Organi-
Izatiols have organized the same people outslda of
work on the basis of communal and territorial affil-
iations. Each set of organizattais has encemitered,
government and public policies With its on vocabu-
'Lary and priorities. Our culture of citizenship is
one concerned with class, but only as class pertains
021 labor relations at work, and to the immediate
economic concerns of unionized workers; and it is
concerned separately and distinctively with the ties
between government and citizens in their residence
places, including such matters as the delivery of
public services of policing, welfare, and schooling.

The sources of this segmented, American culture
of ci enship may be located in the intersection of
the d of capitalist development and the denim.-

rat' ion of the state in the three decades before
the Civil War. In this period, the creation of a
modern working class principally in the older, pre-
dominantly, mercantile cities of the East entailed the
physical and social separation of work and community,
and was accompanied by a number of reinforcing polit-
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ical trends which defined the terms by which ers
would be linked to the polity: Federalise, chise
extension, a modern national party system and s

neighborhood machine affiliates. Citizenship, in
this crucial fonmativeera, principally intersected
community, not work. In this way, citizenship and
its bases were given mammal meanings, separate from
work relations. At least for white males, access to
the regime by the 1830's was established on =anal,
institutional, ideological bases at the very mo-
ment, para lly, NA-en,class schisms were begin-
ning to 'sunder of "one people" at the point
of production.

This special culture of citizenship has had an
enormous impact gn the condat.of American politics
and the making of,public policy. It is a commonplace
to observe that the size of Government has grown'

. spectacularly in this century. Total Government ex-
penditures, which accounted for 12 percent of nation-
al income in 1929, and 32 percent in 1954, took 42
percent in 1976.1/ One of thmost oammon explama-
dons for this growth has been t6 emphdsize the in-
portance of moderncitizenship.' The classic statement
of this position, of course, is by T. H. Marshall.
He argues that the granting of civil' citizenship, the
provision of rights necessary for individual freedom
associated with the Fretich and American Revolutions,
produced successful demand's for political citizenship
in the 19th century. In turn, the right to partici-
pate in political power thrqugh the franchise pro,-
duced a politics of social ati.tizenship, covering "the
_whole range from the right to athodicum of economic
welfare and security to the right to share to the
full in the social heritage."2/ Democracy, capital-
ism, and the welfare state haTie thus martheehate in
hand, as citizenship has been given the content of a
social minimal. The principal causes of state expan-
sion are, political. The motor of the process is
party competition, since it compels bids for mass

supper.
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As an explanation of growth of government activ-
ity in a single society,or in all the western so-
cieties, this explanatiod is entirely plausible.
But what it does not permit is an understanding of
the variations between the capitalist democracies
in the character of their public policies, even as
they all share in the dramatic growth of the state.
Such variations, I argue, are less the product of
citiz hip than of distinctive national cultures of
citiz p.

Consider the qualitative differencelbetween the
Uttited States and European welfare expenditures.
In 1949, the United States ranked last among indus-
trial capitalist states in social welfare expendi-
tures'(4.4 percent of the gross national product
OW) . The United States remains at the bottom of
etch comparative rankings. The size of the American
state sector as a proportion of GNP remains relative-
ly low at.33.2 percent, compared to 33.8 percent
for France; 40.5 percent for Germany; 43.4 percent
for Britain; and 47.4 percent for Sweden.

This general pattern holds for spending on in-
tome transfers; of the European and North American
states, the United States spent the lowest propor-
tion of qfP.on transfers in this period, and, with
the exception of France, had the lowest rate of
increase.2/

With regard to non-education public services and
benefits.in kind, such as health services and public
horsing, Heidenheimer writes, "where markets have
been Oaninated by private suppliers, ALS. programs
have lagged behind European ones by as much as two
generations. These programs long remained in the
non- takeoff category, exhibiting low growth rates
compared to their European equivalentg," Only pro-
grans of social insurance have grown at rates which
have closed the gap between Europe and America.
FUrther, U.S. expenditures on education at all
leveli have been relatively high.4/
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These pattOrns are explicable, in part, by the
twit of the U.S. culture of citizenship. The di-
visions between work and community understandings
dating from the ante-bellum period have been,in
my view, the major obstacle to the formulation of
class based party politics. The absence...of even a

moderate social democratic party, with an institu-
tional and. ideological need-to push for welfare
state expansion, .limits pressures for social inn°-
elation to the activities of bureaucrats, huoanitar-

ian reformers, ad hoc disruptive mass movements,
trade unions; and businessmen fearful of disorder,
The very breadth of this condition diminishes its
consistency and impact.

These considerations may infOnm the research
agenda for the politics of educ4tion. For the work-
ing class institutions of party! union, church, and
voluntary organization types are roosted in the pro-
cess of differentiation of social life into work,
olumaitY, and state relations discussed above.
This segmentation makes it especially important that ,

ttudies of school and society exchanges focus on
each of these inds of working class institutions,
rather than on just one or two: because the rela-

tionsbetween them and the relative
in

importance of
each n difierent settings and in different periods
are so hilt tally contingent.

Much remains to h4 done, for serious research ,an
the links between these institutions and school sys-
tems has hardly been undertaken. The functions of
the political machine have been described in gzahl
terms, but couparative research on the efficacy of
party organizations for the generation of school-
related issues is, badly underdeveloped. Much has .

been'written about the role of churches in religious-
ly-related school controversies, but they have sel-
dan been conceptualized as mediators of working class
needs and concerns. And while it is true that unions
have never played as central, a role in formulating
the educational concerns of the working class in
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the United StAtes as they have played in Europe, .

they have attended to educational concerns periodi-
cally. But the limits of their impact have yet to
be systematically established.

Empirical mappings of the relationships en-
tailed by the connections between these institutions
and schools over time would of necessity be informed
by a portraitofIdhat is distinctive about the U.S.
culture.of Citizenship; and in turn, these.dtudies
would give weight and substance to a very old and
broad agenda that asks what is distinctive or ex-
ceptiamal about the American experience. of citizen-
ship and class.

Was'
1 G. Wairen Nutter, "Growth of Government in the
West," Washington, D.C.: Cambridge Press, 1978,

,,p. 13.

2 1.s. H. Marshall, "Citizenship and Social Class.,':-

Cambridge: University of Cambridge Press, 1959, \,,

3 Organization for EaXlailie Cooperation and De-
velopment, "Towards Full Dm loyment and:Price Sta-
bility: Annex;" Paris, May 1977.

t

4 Arnold Heidenheimer,."The Politics of Public
Education, Health and Welfare: in the USA 'arid Western
Europe," Britisill Journal of Political Sckehce,"3
(July 19M),:pp.-316-317.. ,
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Salisbury Rejoinder
. . IF

'Reading the cammants of Clasby, Greenberg, Katz-
nelson, and Kotler and rereading my own paper hqvp
helped ame recognize mdre clearly than before, what I"'
was trying to'say. ,In this brief rejoinder,let me

"
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stress, three of the point I wanted to make the
first time around but perhaps did not communicate.
effectively..-'

First, I have sought to emphasize the,breadth
of the concepts and phenomena of citizen participa-
tion. There is to arena of life from which it is
excluded. But that does not mean that it is the same
in every arena; that ecOnaidc citizenship.is identi-
cal with political citizenship, or that participa-
tion in school affairs carries over full blown into
other civic arenas.

My point is that the character of participation
in diverse institutional settings and the relation-
ships 4mong the different types and modes of parti-
cipation are'problematiC. We know very little
about these interconnections, and before we make'

,assumptiams and develop policies about transferabil-
ity and such matters we had better find out. In
large measure I agree with Katznelson in holding
that the differenpiations and interrelationships
within the overall stkucture of citizenship, espe-
cially in the United States, are of crucial import-
ance.

My second point is muckOlile the first. r
stress that we know relatively little about the im-

. pact of participation on public policy or on the
. participants. In their rather different ways,

Clasby, Greenberg, and Kotler are `all firmly con- .

vinced of the virtues of participation, but none of
' them offers evidence of how much and what kind of
difference will result. I contend, however.; that
garckl.ess,of participation's effects, or lack of ef-m-

. .

fect, on society,' individual self-fulfillment can
still be enhanced. Far from regarding that as some
sort of comedown, as Clasbyseems to, I hold the
full realization of each individual y be the supreme
good of any social order. And it -is of special

portance gived the uncertainties surrounding the
social costs 'and benefits associated with participa-
tory citizenship.
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* point has to do with-the politics of
essays or citizenship and participation. Greenberg
says that citizenship training is never neutral,
and be is qiite right. Neither, however, is his
view that tale World is divided into warring classes,
nor Clasby's conviction that citizen participation
is good and more would be better. The position I
tried to set forth is that insofar as participation
does make it social diffeience, some people will be
better off and =windy be less so. Participation
is very often redistributive in -its effects, and so
are the implications onmost writing about partici-
pation.

I have suggested that the "mature citizen"
should come to recognize these "political" dimen-
sions of participation and of the speeches and
essays Oa variously exhort and analyze his activ-
ity. The 'mature citizen" will recognize that the
taxpailererevolt is every bit as mich a product of
citizen action as equal rights for wOWn and minor-
ities. The practice of citizenship in.a democracy
is full'Of ironies that fre themselves the fruit of
Daman variety in ambition and 'complexity tive.

I regard this ultimately'as a matt ling for

celebration, but meanwhile or recognition and
careful study.

/
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